Jarmul Urges Responsible Moral Investment Policy

Wooster has a moral and legal right to use its "economic leverage" as a stockholder to encourage corporations to recognize their social responsibilities, Ruth Jarmul said in an April 16 speech on "Moral Investment." Jarmul read two provisions from a recommendation drafted by Eugene Beem, chairman of a subcommittee of the Board of Trustees' Finance Committee. This document suggests that Wooster avoid investments in companies that have inflicted scars on others, or when the practices of the corporation are damaging. The proposal also calls for the College to encourage social responsibility in companies. Other students not covered by the College were read by John Jarmul, Wooster's C.O.W. buy stock of socially responsible organizations, before he is interested in corporate social responsibility too. B. But also, she said, that members of the Board of Trustees are often corporate social responsibility. That the College should contest with actions groups investigating corporate practices is another alternative, she noted. The Corporate Information Center is one such group which conducts research on corporations and churches.

"Positive results have occurred," she remarked. She explained that when colleges "raised their voices," corporations have listened. More than 300 corporations that do not have a Department of Urban Affairs in their structures, whereas a few years ago there were none. Two American chemical refiners have stopped stripping in Chile. She also emphasized that the student pressure has been "In the advertising to bring to bear against Dow Chemical Corporation made then stop producing napalm. She described this same case now as one of the most socially responsible organizations in the country.

Jarmul claims that corporations are now disclosing more information on pollution than ever before, while the advertising it has "improved markedly," she observed. Glenne Buscher asked during the question period following her speech, "What other schools have adopted a policy statement?" She replied that MIT, Harvard, Wesleyan and Yale have reviewed or editorialized on investment policies. If one does not vote against management, Jarmul explained, then the corporation counts one for it. You are then, she said, implicitly supporting a corporation.

If schools are reluctant to initiate proxy proposals, she responded that unilateral feel that they are neutral, providing a free exchange of ideas. Proxy questions are also expensive and time-consuming to initiate. Nonetheless, she pointed out that schools do not take moral positions by stating that schools have traditionally avoided investing in alcohol and tobacco. She also cited the fact that Wooster favors Blacks over equally qualified Whites. This, too, is a moral judgment, she contends. Jarmul asked the audience "to have a little faith in yourselves; you can make a difference." continued on page five

be "as capricious and efficient as they wish," he concluded. Council has, however, denied "to facilitate the discussion on campus" the newspaper publishing company. The newspaper publishing company must be a White, athletic-oriented school. It seeks no innovations, he added. Council has become indispensable to "students and faculty," Browder alleges. It has no longer functions "in the interests of the community." Third, Council effectiveness continued on page five.

The most important group at the Mock Democratic Convention April 29 will be the state chairmen. At the convention, they will function as the voice of their delegations on the floor, but they also carry the responsibility for getting the convention plans off the floor. Chairmen are urged to fill their delegations as quickly as possible so that the organizational machinery of the convention can start to move. Complete lists of delegations will soon be needed for canvassing by campaign workers. The planning committee also suggested that state chairmen meet with their delegations to plan strategy and discuss the role of each delegate. Preconvention maneuverings will not only influence the outcome of the convention but make the convention itself a more exciting and educational experience.

All state chairmen have been given copies of the rules of the convention which should give particular attention to rules regarding amendments to the platform and requests for nominations, both of which must be submitted before convention time, and alternate delegates and proxy voting. The platform of the convention is expected to include a preamble and planks regarding National Economy, Defense and National Security, Civil Rights, Agriculture, Cities, Law Enforcement, Labor, Education, Social Programs, Transportation, and Foreign Policy. The platform committee will hold hearings within the next week at times to be announced. All interested students, especially delegation and campaign chairmen, are invited to sit in on the issues at hand in this campaign.
Another Questionnaire

See there will be another questionnaire in your mail box. Most of you will throw it away. For those of you who don't, some explanation of its origin is necessary.

The Publications Committee and Campus Council have been attempting to establish the role Campus Council should play in regards to the Committee, in particular, the Voice. Council has recently passed legislation which will limit the power of the Voice editor. Not surprisingly the proposal came from Galpin. The Publications Committee objected to the legislation, but since Council has no form in their constitution for review or repeal, the Committee's proposal was heard on the floor of the Council. Council reaffirmed its previous decision without offering any valid reasons or providing any concrete proof of student support.

Mr. Czapeln, the author of the legislation, deemed it "a radical experiment." The last time we had a radical experiment of the type that deals with student life, Campus Council was formed; that experiment has become permanent. It would have been encouraging if we had seen more "radical experiments" coming from Galpin concerning the issues of section reform, co-ed housing, moral investments, sexual and racial justice, etc...

Voice has previously expressed need for reform of Campus Council, and indeed there seems to be a growing discontent with the Council and its policies. John Bowers, new SGA President, came to the heart of the matter when he described the Council as suffering from "power paranoia."

Voice feels that the Publications Committee has a very strong position and that Council's action is an interference with the workings of the free press. But that's why the questionnaire is being distributed: maybe you don't agree.

New Editor

At the Monday meeting of the Publications Committee, Bob Kettlewell was selected as new editor of the Voice. Bob has been a staff member for two years and shows signs of even writing editorials. I apologize to those of you who expected a nostalgic Last Editorial: it's just not my style. But as I've said before, Voice is not "all things to all people," but "something for everybody." So for lovers of nostalgia, see Dave Berkey on the sports page.

- N. S.

Sections: Abolish Yourselves!

Open Letter to the Campus Community,

The needforthefestivities of HELLWeek have spotlighted the narrow concepts of brotherhood that have been institutionalized and perpetuated in the emasculated fraternity emulations known as sections. The outgrowth of this type of organization has been the solidification of inter-group and racial stereotypes. The dynamics of inter-group psychol- ogy ensure that the prevalent attitudes and prejudices of the group will be intensified and perpetuated. In such narrow associations, the re-education of prejudices will not and cannot occur. The recent deterioration of relations between fifth section and Haram- be House if only the present manifestation of the inherent difficulties of the section system.

The now-departed Rick Quayle clearly articulated the problems and possible limited solutions within the system in the generally ignored Quayle proposals. Echoing his con- cerns, we feel the institutional racism that is basic to the section system can only be elim- inated by the total abolition of sections.

Rather than waiting for an imposed solution resulting from the inevitable more open and extended conflict, we challenge the sec- tions to recognize the situation for what it is: the only possible solution—self-elimination.

Recently the campus zealously responded to a minority of students more or less with an imminently more problematic situation, the sections. It is our recommendation that the sections respond and acknowledge their responsibility to end the self-elimination.

Charlie Linnder
Bob Yomvoro
Bill Mallock
Jeff Crosby
Diane Teichert
David A. Danup
Colvin M. Bear
Jeanette Boyd
Bob Martin
Tom Hunter
Paticha Dutcher

OCR error correction (imperfect OCR correction is denoted by square brackets):
The Museum of the Moon
Reginald. Akron, and Wooster's Richard K. Jones. Written three years ago in the heyday of the peak of his enormous powers, the "Regimen" has proved itself in performance as many of the opus. It displays a similar wealth of melody and emotional intensity.
Tickets are on sale at the Wooster Music Center and on campus at the Department of Music and Lowry Center.

The Jewel Box
120 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio

Prof. Evaluated
voice

Demand Justifies Supply?

WOOSTER, OHIO—Verdi's "Aida," musical Requiem will be performed April 16 at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw Hall by the College of Music at the Wooster Symphony Orchestra and Cant, Choral, Marshall Haddick conducting.

Four solosisters will assist. They are Carmen beams from the New York City, Elizabeth Mosher of the music faculty at the University of Michigan, Grace

REGIONAL TANKARD WITH OR WITHOUT COLLEGE SEAL

The cup that's sure to cheat, a handsome tankard of fine pewter. Has the same Port as spirits with joy who served in this hearty tankard.
Morality In Politics Questioned By Humanists

Last Thursday in a lecture sponsored by the Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar Program, Hanna Holborn Gray, a professor of history at the University of Chicago, spoke on the topic: "Power, Politics, and Morality in Renaissance Thought." Mrs. Gray is a recognized authority in the field of Renaissance historiography and the author of many articles which appeared in professional journals.

In her lecture, Mrs. Gray illustrated the revolutionary views of two great thinkers of the sixteenth century, Thomas More and Machiavelli, who were not content to see politics as a subdivision of ethics and raised the question which still presses us today - is politics consonant with morality?

Mrs. Gray emphasized the enduring nature of the questions which these men raised: "They're universal questions for all and not simply questions embedded in the political philosophies of a few. They cut across the disciplines of thought and study to involve all areas of human life and human nature in relation to politics."

It was pointed out that both of these men recognized the shortcomings of the world to be a result of abuses of power. However, to each man "the world" meant something quite different, and thus each saw the failures in different terms. To Machiavelli, it was the collapse of the Italian state system that was a prime concern, the failure that was that of the Italian prince who did not protect his own interests from foreign powers. The great failure of the world in More's mind was the control of power by wealthy groups interested in bettering their own lot which manifested itself most horribly in war.

Mrs. Gray elaborated on the writings of each man and seemed to feel that the different views of reality that More and Machiavelli professed were fundamental to their differing approaches to politics. To Machiavelli reality was that behavior in man which had been illustrated over and over again through history. He might have said, as Mrs. Gray did, that "history is the empirical rock-bed of reality." Thus, he saw the goal of politics as attempting to rule incorrigible men. More, on the other hand, saw reality as the existence of moral character in men. He believed in a transcendent reality which should govern the decisions of politicians.

An interesting paradox was noted by Mrs. Gray in her conclusion. More, she thought, was perhaps closer to being a pessimist than Machiavelli, since he himself would not say whether the real world which he had observed could be reconciled to the ideal world of man's supernatural existence. She saw Machiavelli as being more of an optimist since he had a plan to change the world.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this lecture were some of the questions it raised about the nature of politics in our own time and its relationship to morality. Whether man is to be treated as a potential law-breaker and dealt with in something like a Skinnerian system of control or whether he is to be dealt with in a system which exalts the individual in a question yet unanswered. To answer it one might do well to begin with the potent questions of More and Machiavelli.
"You Can Be Weird And Still Be Traditional"
by Chuck
She's the kinda girl
that will say
Boy Baby let's get away
of your nonsense (maybe to eat)
Where I don't care.
-- Day Dreamin' 
Areta Franklin

The first thing I noticed about Trish Davis was that terrific belt buckles - shiny or matte, and pairs of thick knit slacks - That Belt! In a way, it's a symbol of the kind of style and attitude that has been making both of us old colloguion reunion that the reason I found it difficult to meet new people Winter Quarter was "because you met them all last quarter." Trish is the exception to this rule: She's unique, special, (in her husband's words) "weird." That black natal, I remember it. Especially, it was beautiful!!

"It's really Gary's belt!" she told me during our first inter-viev - referring to her husband who manages Kittedge Food Service. She reminded me they always go together when it comes to clothes, the Davis marriage is very egalitarian. I drew a lot. I left a bunch of old clothes and when Gary sees it's his usual remark is "Well, if you like it..." But after get some things together he's the one that assures me they look good. That's what you have that "It just cropped down the hall in something's suade, perhaps you've noticed her behind her desk in the language lab, wearing something like the stick, floral print dress she had on last Thursday. Ms. Davis is employed by the audio visual dept, of Andrews Li-brary and in a kind of job in which she spends certain afternoons working on a catalogue for a Bell and Howell "Black Studies" series.

What's a nice middle-aged college (class of '71 doing (back) in a place like this, you wonder? The prologue to the Davis' presence is as unique as "That Belt!" including running a food service for a convent, managing a private swimming pool in Plymouth, Michigan and working a summer on a resort island seven miles off the coast of Maine: to the tune of an unlimited food budget. "Like lobster twice a week" (not needed) from our own squid and sponges and the President of the American Horticultural Society, who Trish said, "Drove me up a wall!!"

Lee Clark, who runs Lowry's Food Service - and most of you probably recognize as "Paul McCartney" - called them last Friday and lured Gary up with Kittedge while Trish took a position with the Library. I asked her if she thought the sporadic quality of the past year has influenced their lifestyle, "we're pretty busy" - you could say spontaneous, defini-tely! People are always coming and going and we're never home. Like last nite we went out to walk Patty-Cake (their 12 year old border collie) and ended up talking to some-friends of ours in a church yard for a half hour!! Unlike other parents who dress the College, Trish and Gary, (who in addition to making better clothes slow than his wife, was Presi-dent of first section) enjoy this town because it lends itself to being a talent and unmannered.

"If you're good at finding things to do yourself then Woos-ter, Ohio is as good a place to live in a small town, one who is creative active," - which is another version of The Belt. For example, they enjoy music; lots of it and they attend concerts as Elton John. The fabrics (and "Classics", too). "His parents used to tell us we'd have to work hard."

Yet, despite this refreshing little bit of everything life-style - rare on a campus littered with "little boxes" - the Davis' see themselves as comparatively "traditional" (hence the headline). "We have some friends who have done some pretty wild things," Trish conceded. As someone who was "born women's lib" she still has admiration for a "truly fem-inine woman." She identifies with Mary Tyler Moore, Cher and Harrison's "All Things Must Pass'". I can understand the latter reference as our first interview was cut short by a mal-functioning headphone (trip the connecting piece, this she directed, raising her eyebrows. "The whole lab is falling apart. Who cares?" Later, however, she explained Woo's language course "took the best - they are going to increase in their maintenance budget.

Working in such a close vicinity, the Davis' see more of each other than Mr. and Ms. average American. We ate supper together - as soon as Trish returned from having her hair re-done - and discussed everything from books silver and zodiac signs. Chuck: "How would you describe your husband? Trish: "Hal Siomin, very smooth.

I invited them to the next hearty party - the first in the second series of tri-quardy orgies - and I'm hopin' that they show up. But the meet the person who looks like she stepped out of "Vogue" - "clothes by Cardin, hair a la Susan Atkins, and my cooks will "(.)", No, really, Trish is together and That Belt! WOOWW!!! Out-a-site or, Andy Williams eat your heart out - would you believe "weird\" (smile).

P.S. I hope all of you have noticed the new shrubbery the Drushalls had planted to keep us from walking across their lawn. I think the backer is. "Waiting for a year for mirrors - So Hey! - how 'bout keeping Americas beautiful!!

MORE ON Publications Constitution
continued from page one...
requested to reconsider a clause which enabled the national director to appoint the local president. Under the revised charter the president is elected by a majority of the members present but can be removed by the SIMS director or a vote. SGA, Browder proposes, should address itself to all three areas of Council insufficiency. The General Assem-bly, which he hopes will be contracted into a Senate, can formulate student opinions. It would be more effectively expressed in Council, the student representative's tenure would depend on the quality of their representation.

The SGA should have "relieve or assist" Council with many of its responsibilities, Browder suggests. The Cabinet could be a research center for both the SGA and Council, for example, collect representa-tive opinions.

Council should also, according to Browder, relinquish all fund-raising responsibilities. "Stu-dent money should be in student hands," he said.

Council should see that media-tion relationships between enti-ties in the proper role for them, Browder commented.

Council's "power paranoia is evident from an outside per-spective. We have a conglomera-tion, not community, he continued.

Council concluded their ses-sion with discussion of the Social Code Subcommittee recommendations. First, it was agreed that on-ly a statement of governance would be required from each living unit. Council encourages but does not require that units submit a statement of purpose.

Doris Coster told Council that the president would ask her to justify any changes from the Social Code. She said that it was possible to find reasons for extending visitation on the weekends until 2 a.m., but not until 3 a.m.

MORE ON Investments
continued from page one for Business and Finance, Jamal suggested the formation of an advisory board to the Board of Trustees, "to be interested in attempts to redress "institu-tional infestations." The languages and education re-sources are both con-sidered inappropriate for dis-cussion by Council, Browder said.

Browder announced that a ma-jority of the Standards com-mittee will meet Tuesday morning, and the student council will meet at 2:30 p.m. on Thursday.

The Wooster branch of the Students International Mediation Society (SIMS) received Council approval for its charter.

They had previously been

MORE ON Students get a warm welcome when they open a ThriftiCheck account
ThriftiCheck Personal Checking Account
You'll find you don't need much money to open your ThriftiCheck account -- a few dollars will do the trick. You don't need much time, either — there's no red tape.
You get, far, a rather splendid checkbook cover in the colors of your college, stamped with the college emblem.
You can keep whatever amount is handy in your account — no fixed balance needed.
Open a low-cost ThriftiCheck account soon. We will be glad to see you, and we'll try to make your financial life more pleasant.

The Wayne County Nat'L. Bank
"THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS"

CLEVELAND-BEAUL OFFICE Opposite the hospital
BOWMAN STREET OFFICE Public Square
Main OFFICE
"THE WAYNE COUNTY NAT'L. BANK"
OPINION: Call To Participation

By Dave Berkey
Ex-Voice Sports Editor

While it’s not very difficult to relinquish the headaches and responsibilities of the Voice, it is hard not to leave without getting in a few parting shots.

The Voice, itself, is a very viable and important tool on this campus—which everyone leaves lying around unused. No other campus function offers as much opportunity for participation by students, faculty and administration alike, offers more potential as a focal point of campus life, and offers its participants a great deal of fun along with the practical experience. Yet, as in all things, the Voice ends up being the culprit instead of the real menace—Wooster’s majority of non-entities. The potential of the Voice lies not in the way it is structured or its editorial policy. Voice can only succeed with the involvement of the entire campus community.

Ironically, it is these same people who are responsible for the Voice’s potential that have been its severest critics over the past four years. Who are these people?

Everyone talks about America’s silent majority. They control the destiny of the nation while remaining passive and without identity.

**THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER OPERATES** in the same way whether anyone would like to admit it or not. As referred to earlier, the potential of this campus community is being thwarted by the majority of faculty, students and administrators who prefer to vegetate as non-entities. Why, with so much opportunity for growth and stimulation by participation, do these people choose the life of dormancy?

In the case of the students, it is the fact that most of them are “spoiled brats,” to coin a phrase. Having grown up in a home atmosphere where most anything that was wanted was available, most Woosterites come here expecting the same thing. They feel that someone here owes them something and spend all their time bemoaning the injustices of the College of Wooster.

The biggest injustice, however, is that these people are in school taking up the place of someone with enough drive and ability to be here but whose background and financial situation prevented it.

**THE ARGUMENT AGAINST** all this provided by the Wooster non-entities is that they are “doing their own thing” or that they have a right to act as individuals. In a community situation such as this, that right carries with it responsibility and most people fail to realize that the best way to manifest individuality is through participation.

The real issue at stake in this community with the individualists in their constant attack and resentment of those who do get involved or those who participate in activities that require some sacrifice of that individualism. What appears to be growing out of the majority of non-entities is a strong negative reaction to those who do make the step of participation by joining an organization, a team, or an activity.

Take a look at the campus activities that receive the greatest criticism at Wooster—such as Sections, girls’ clubs, athletic teams, student government, and publications—and it will become apparent that with each of these comes the responsibility of adhering to a group. The individualists resent these groups because they involve giving up a degree of individualism for the better interests of the whole—which is something that Wooster’s non-entities can’t make themselves do.

**MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY** are primary villains in this regard. They won’t venture beyond the classroom or their realms of intellectualism to participate in the rest of the campus community while requiring authoritatively that the rest of the campus participate in academics. True, academics are the foundation of the college, but for the community idea to function, there has to be somewhat of a balanced exchange.

Meanwhile, the administration exists in a confused state of mayhem as the supposed go-between in the relationship of academics and activities on campus.

In the final analysis, the College of Wooster will live or die according to the direction taken by the non-entity individualists in the student body and faculty that comprise the majority of the campus community.

**IN THE MINORITY** are those who are barely holding the campus together by participating in athletics, organizations, government Sections and publications by giving up some of their individualism. But they can’t keep it going all by themselves. For the pressures of academics and the negative peer pressure of the non-entities is getting too great.

These are the people whose rights are being infringed upon, not the individualists who are so quick to point out injustice. It is a shame—even tragic—that an environment with so much potential and a wealth of supposedly intelligent people is rotting away through injustice. Wooster could be such an important place.

But I can’t end on too sad a note because through participation I feel that I have gained a great deal. I am appreciative of the opportunities that Wooster has provided. My only hope is that everyone here could reach their senior year feeling as “better for the experience” as I do. The opportunity is certainly here.
Big Red, Tops In Midwest, Invades Tomorrow

Denison, the best lacrosse team in the Midwest last year, will challenge the Wooster Scots tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. on Carl M. Dale Memorial Field. Last Saturday’s game, a 7-3 loss to Marietta, was an embarrassing defeat for the Scots who moved out of the club division this year.

In Saturday’s game Dave Copeland had a good day as he made several remarkable saves in the goal to prevent the Irish from running away with the game. Notre Dame took 45 shots compared to Wooster’s 19. The most disappointing aspect of the game was Wooster’s inability to maintain pos-
session of the ball. When Woos-
ter had the ball in its defensive end it could not clear the ball into the offensive zone with any consistency. Wooster had

their opener Tuesday.

“the guys looked good overall,” remarked the mentor. “This was their (Marietta’s) third meet of the season and you could see the difference in things like button exchanges. I got a better idea of who to run here tomorrow.”

John Helm, the one man track, took three of Wooster’s eight first place finishes. He also anchored the mile relay team to vic-
tory.

Helm won the long jump in 22-9, the triple jump in 42-7 and the 220 yard dash in 23.2

seconds.

Lafferty was pleased with the Scots’ per-
formance in their 80-56 loss to Marietta in their first game.

Spikeys Primed For Relays

Coach Bob Lafferty will find out how strong his Fighting Scots track team is tomor-
row as the thirdackers travel to Westerville to participate in the Ohio Conference Relays.

The 7-1 overall (prior to Tuesday’s game) with 13 league schools. Power-
houses Mount Union and Baldwin-Wallace will battle for the title with Denison finishing in third place.

All track and field events are relays. This will enable Lafferty to try more candidates and test their depth.

Lafferty was pleased with the Scots’ perfor-

The meeting for the first time this year will come from their first meet this year and won their next game. Coach

Lafferty was quite pleased. It was a good day for us. We

We used 15 ball players in the ball game," he said.

Co-captain Phil Sachs’ 2 hits, Dan Hyatt’s 3 run homer, John

Scots At Oberlin In Baseball Twinbill

Undeated in the Ohio Con-
ference, the Wooster Fighting Scots baseball team will be putting their perfect OAC record on the line Saturday when they travel to Oberlin to take on the Yeomen in an afternoon doubleheader.

Although 1-7 overall (prior to Tuesday’s game) with 13 league schools. Power-
houses Mount Union and Baldwin-Wallace by Coach Roger Welsh as one of the Teams to beat. The Scots have a ball from 3 different times and at the end of 9 innings find themselves on top 8-7 with the conference opener in their bag pocket.

The meeting for the first time Wednesday, Wooster will come from their first meet this year and won their next game. Coach

Lafferty was quite pleased. It was a good day for us. We

We used 15 ball players in the ball game," he said.

Co-captain Phil Sachs’ 2 hits, Dan Hyatt’s 3 run homer, John

SPORTS CALENDAR

TOMORROW

Lacrosse vs. Denison, HOME, 2:00 p.m.
Baseball at Oberlin, at Oberli-

tennis vs. Muskingum, at New

Concord, 2:00 p.m.
Golf vs. Denison at Mount, at Graveline, 2:00 p.m.
Track at OAC Relays

Women’s Tennis vs. Denison, HOME, 10:00 a.m.

TOMORROW

Lacrosse vs. Denison, HOME, 2:00 p.m.
Baseball at Oberlin, at Oberli-

tennis vs. Muskingum, at New

Concord, 2:00 p.m.
Golf vs. Denison at Mount, at Graveline, 2:00 p.m.
Track at OAC Relays

Women’s Tennis vs. Denison, HOME, 10:00 a.m.

THIS WEEK

Baseball vs. Ashland, Tues-

day, 4:00 p.m.
Tennis vs. Baldwin-Wallace, 4:00 p.m.
Tuesday, at Berea

Women’s Tennis vs. Kent State, Wed-
nesday, at Kent State.

Golfers At OAC Triple-Tilt

If the Fighting Scots golfers are to make a run at the Ohio Conference title this year, they’ll get a good indication of their chances at tomorrow’s Triangular meet in Granville.

Wooster lost the OAC crown to Ohio Wesleyan last year by one stroke and the Bishops will be there tomorrow along with Mt. Union and host Denison, another perennial conference power. "I’ll be pushing our strength to this point," coach Bob Nye re-
marked, "we should be ahead of everyone who’ll be at Denison Saturday. We have to play to our potential."

Snow cancelled the Wooster

Invitational last Saturday and the first real action the linksmen have experienced since returning from Florida was a triangular match at Bowling Green this past Tuesday.

Kent State won the triangular with a five-man total of 365, followed by the host BGSU Falcons at 366 and Wooster at 378. But all of the Scots carded rounds in the 70’s in the par 70 layout and the team’s depth was apparent. Junior Paul Abbey at No. 2 and sophomore John Knedel at No. 6 each had 75’s for the low Wooster performances of the day. Four Woosterites were at

ed at least twenty goals. The absence of their usual goalkeeping by Jefferson Kellogg kept Wooster close. Denison in that game took 69 shots. Last year Wooster scored more goals against Denison than any other team in the Midwest. At hal-
time Wooster was leading 5-3 but in the second half Denison came roaring back to defeat the Scots 9-6.

As in the past, Denison brings to Wooster a team that is well balanced and experi-
enced. To win, Wooster will have to control the ball and keep the ball in its offensive zone. This will also mean being able to clear the ball and not commit any penalties.

Netmen Unbeaten

Wooster’s undefeated tennis team takes to the road for the first time tomorrow for an Ohio Conference clash with Muskingum in New Concord.

The Scots downed Kenyon and

netters had all in scoring with five by 6-2 scores.

Carleton won his second match at first singles with a 6-1, 6-0 victory over the Pioneer Gene Marchetti. Sophomore Rick Ellsworth came back from a setback against Kenyon to upstage his Marietta opponent at second singles, 6-0, 6-0.

Farance took his second straight at the No. 3 slot by a 6-4, 6-0, count. Taylor made it two in a row at four with a 6-1, 6-2, victory over Marietta.

Nelson carved a 6-4, 6-2, triumph at No. 5 against the Pioneers. Freshman Mark Wor-

ford registered his first colle-
giate win at No. 6, 6-4, 6-0, over Marietta.

All three Wooster doubles teams remained undefeated. Taylor and Carleton won at No. 1, 6-2, 6-2; Taylor and Ellsworth won at No. 2, 6-2, 6-3, and Nelson and Worford took third doubles, 6-4, 6-2.

The three-peat against Berea Tuesday for another OAC encounter with Baldwin-Wallace.
Archeologist To Lecture; Prints On Display

Mrs. Dorothy Burr Thompson, noted author and archaeologist, will present a lecture entitled "Some Greek Queens of Egypt" at 8:15 p.m. on Tuesday, April 18, in Lean Lecture Room. Mrs. Thompson, whose husband, Mr. Homer A. Thompson, has been an active participant with her in the Agora excavations in Greece, has lectured widely in this country and in Europe, and is the author of several books on archaeological topics including the Agora excavations.

The lecture will be followed at 9:15 by the opening of two art exhibitions at Frick Art Center. Prints from the John Taylor Arms Collection, and Prints by Michael Rothenstein. Sixty etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ranging from the 15th to the 20th century, have been selected for this exhibit from the Arms Collection which was presented to the college in 1968 by Mr. and Mrs. Ward M. Canaday. Artists represented in the show will include Durer, Rembrandt, Van Dyke, Tiepolo, Miller, and Moretti.

Michael Rothenstein is a well-known British printmaker who has pioneered in the development of new concepts and techniques for the contemporary artist. This exhibition will include recent lithographs and relief prints. Mr. Rothenstein will conduct workshops on relief printing at the art center on Monday from 12 - 2 p.m. and on Thursday from 1 - 3 p.m.

Coccia House PIZZA

SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI

764 PITTSBURGH AVENUE — WOOSTER, OHIO

Phone 262-7136

THE LEATHER SELLAR

GRAND OPENING

Just finished remodeling
10% off on all sandals ordered by April 23rd
14 styles of sandals

We make what you want!
Custom made pants, jackets, hats, belts, and sandals.

234 North Street
Phone: 262-3151

Jim Bird's

BUCKEYE TREE RESTAURANT

Char-Broiled Steaks
Sandwiches, salads, sea food; Lunch

TUESDAY - FASHION SHOW FRI. & SAT. - PRIME RIB

Complimentary birthday cakes with your dinner.

3080 N. Cleveland Rd.
Just North of campus, two miles on Rt. 3
Phone: 345-7410

CITY NEWS

IMPORTED PIPES — HAND BLENDED TOBACCO

PAPERBACK BOOKS — MAGAZINES

Open 6:30 a.m. — 12:30 a.m. — Sunday 'til 10:00

200 S. Market St.
Phone 262-5151

PHONE AAA

FOR AIR RESERVATIONS

THE SMOOTH TRAVEL WAY

264-9889

Wooster Auto Club

CITY NEWS

SIDEWAYS MULTIBAND RADIO

Am/FM-Shorthwave! AFC lock on FM. Tone control. w/earphones. Built-in FM antenna.

SYLVANIA AM/FM/FM-Stereo Table Radio

Nobint Cabinet, AFC, Tone control. 100% Solid State. Two big 5" Speakers $39.95 Limited time only

Also choose from Panasonic Radios, Tape Recorders, Decks and Stereo equipment. Save now during our annual Spring Clearance of all floor models.... Radios, Tapes, Turtles, Decks, Sylvanias... Panasonic... Magnas... Fishers... Dual...

Bennet's Appliance Center

College Hills Shopping Ctr.
Open Monday-Thursday-Friday 'til 9